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   Volunteer MovementVolunteer MovementVolunteer Movement   

         Shoulder belt plates, buttons 

and sword belt clips of 

Volunteer Units raised during 

the Napoleonic Wars  c.1794—

1816 have a unique social 

history. Grouping of these 

objects  (right & below) may 

highlight a muster or training 

Artillery projectilesArtillery projectilesArtillery projectiles   

Lead cannonballs are 

characteristic of 16th century 

conflict. Some have iron or 

stone cores and are referred to 

as ‘composite shot’. Later 

cannonballs are made of cast 

iron and range in size from the 

smallest approx. 35mm in 

diameter/160g in weight.  

Left: canister shot 17th—18th 

century  

Artefact scatters and highlighting past military activityArtefact scatters and highlighting past military activityArtefact scatters and highlighting past military activity   

Have you found groupings of any of the objects in this poster? If you find a scatter 

make sure they are accurately recorded, preferably with a hand-held GPS device, 

and individually bagged so no important archaeological information is lost. It is 

important to report these to the Treasure Trove Unit as they may relate to a 

previously unknown site of conflict.  

18th century military18th century military18th century military   
Mid-18th century fittings for a Land 

Pattern, or ’Brown Bess’ musket used 

by the British Army. Left: a top for a 

wooden ramrod, ramrod pipe, flint 

and lead flint holder.  

Right: Broken trigger guard  

Left: Lead powder flask nozzle 

and ‘bandolier’ cap. 

Characteristic of 17th century 

sites of conflict 

Right: pistol ball and 

impacted musket ball 
Left to right: Bayonet scabbard finial 

and frog clip; Lion head sword belt  

mount and belt clip with swan neck 

finials; Volunteer Unit buttons; 

shoulder belt plate; Light Infantry cap 

badge c.1790-1816 

Lead ProjectilesLead ProjectilesLead Projectiles   

Concentrations of lead 

projectiles may indicate the 

presence of  a skirmish, or 

some form of training or 

muster site. Right: each 

musket ball must be 

individually recorded and 

bagged to avoid loss of 

valuable archaeological 

information. 


